Sparse representation-based classifiers have shown outstanding accuracy and robustness in image classification tasks even with the presence of intense noise and occlusion. However, it has been discovered that the performance degrades significantly either when test image is not aligned with the dictionary atoms or the dictionary atoms themselves are not aligned with each other, in which cases the sparse linear representation assumption fails. In this paper, having both training and test images misaligned, we introduce a novel sparse coding framework that is able to efficiently adapt the dictionary atoms to the test image via large displacement optical flow. In the proposed algorithm, every dictionary atom is automatically aligned with the input image and the sparse code is then recovered using the adapted dictionary atoms. A corresponding supervised dictionary learning algorithm is also developed for the proposed framework. Experimental results on digit datasets recognition verify the efficacy and robustness of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Sparse coding has been successfully applied to numerous computer vision tasks, including face recognition [1] , scene categorization [2] and object detection [3] . Application of sparse representation-based classifier (SRC) on face recognition [1] demonstrates a startling robustness over noise and occlusions, where the test subjects are still recognizable even when they wear sunglasses or scarf. However, SRC has been found to be highly sensitive to the misalignment of the image dataset: a small amount of image distortion due to translation, rotation, scaling and 3-dimensional pose variations can lead to a significant degradation on the classification performance [4] .
One straightforward way to solve the misalignment problem is to register the test image with dictionary atoms before sparse recovery. By assuming the dictionary atoms are registered, Wagner et al. [4] parameterize the misalignment of the test image with an affine transformation. These parameters This work has been partially supported by NSF under Grants NSF-CCF-1117545, NSF-CCF-1422995 and NSF- EECS-1443936. are optimized using generalized Gauss-Newton methods after linearizing the affine transformation constraints. By minimizing the sparse registration error iteratively and sequentially for each class, their framework is able to deal with a large range of variations in translation, scaling, rotation and even 3D pose variations. Due to the adoption of holistic features, sparse coding is more robust and less likely to overfit.
In the case of local feature-based sparse coding, max pooling strategy [5] is often employed over the neighboring coefficients to produce local translation-invariant property. Based on spatial pyramid matching framework, Yang et. al. [2] proposed a local sparse coding model with local SIFT features followed by multi-scale max pooling. The results on several large variance datasets achieved plausible performance that can hardly be pursued by simply applying holistic sparse coding. To improve the discriminability of the sparse codes, their dictionary was trained with supervised learning via backpropagation [6] . Classification performance of local featurebased sparse coding has also been evaluated on several large datasets in [7] , demonstrating a state-of-art performance that is competitive with deep learning [8, 9] . Another interesting approach is the convolutional sparse coding [10] , where the local features are reconstructed by convoluting the local sparse codes using local dictionary. Visualization of its dictionary shows that the dictionary atoms contain more complex features, therefore having more discriminative power.
In this paper, we present a novel sparse coding framework that is robust to image transformation. In the proposed model, each dictionary atom is constructed in the form of a tensor and is aligned with the test image using the large displacement optical flow concept [11] . We show experimentally that the proposed sparse coding framework outperforms most other sparsity-based methods. Specifically, our paper has the following novelties and contributions: (i) The proposed algorithm does not require the training dataset to be pre-aligned.
(ii) Adapting the dictionary to the input test image is highly efficient: requiring only O(P T ) operations for adapting each dictionary atom, where T is the number of pixels in a searching window and P is the total number of subatoms to be aligned. (iii) Supervised dictionary learning algorithm is developed for the proposed sparse coding framework.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the proposed sparse coding framework for dealing with dataset misalignment in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we show how to train the dictionary in a supervised manner by solving a bilevel optimization problem. Finally, in Section 4, experimental results demonstrate that the proposed framework has a state-of-art performance, which is more promising over most existing sparsity-based methods.
SPARSE CODING WITH IMAGE ALIGNMENT VIA LARGE DISPLACEMENT OPTICAL FLOW
In this section, we first introduce how to construct the dictionary atoms and input images in the form of tensors. We then illustrate how to eliminate the misalignment by dynamically adapt the tensor dictionary atoms to the input tensor image.
In the proposed sparse coding model, as shown in Fig.  1 , both dictionary atom and input image are represented by image tensors. Each pixel in the tensor image is a vectorized version of a local patch in the original image, referred to as a vector pixel. Denote the n th tensor atom as
th subatom of the n th tensor atom and x p ∈ R M is the p th vector pixel of the input image. M is the dimension of vector pixel, n is the dictionary atom index and P is the total number of subatoms in the tensor atom, which is the same number of vector pixels in the test tensor image. The dictionary is de-
Given a dictionary with N tensor atoms, a typical sparse recovery problem [1] is formulated as:
N is the sparse coefficient and λ > 0 is the regularization parameter. Problem (1) is a standard form of 1 -sparse recovery problem that can be efficiently solved using alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [12] .
When images in both the training and test datasets are misaligned, sparse coefficients recovered by solving the problem (1) become unreliable, thus resulting in poor classification performance. To alleviate the misalignment problem, we propose to register each tensor atom with the input test image via large displacement optical flow [11] . The notion of optical flow field is used here to describe the displacements of vector pixels within each tensor atom, and the sparse recovery is then performed by using only the best matching subatoms selected from the tensor atoms. The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Denote B np ∈ R M ×T as the T subatoms within the searching window centered at the location p of the n th tensor atom. The recovery of the optical flow and sparse codes can be formally described as follows:
where c np 0 = 1 is the cardinality constraint and c np ∈ R T is the sparse index vector that is used to characterize the optical flow field. The constraint in (2) suggests that c np is a binary index vector and only one element is nonzero, which means that it can only select one subatom within the searching window.
The optimization problem in (2) is a mixed-integer problem and NP-hard [13] . Therefore, we propose a heuristic algorithm to find an informative α and the sparse index vectors {c np } N,P n,p=1 for all vector pixels. As shown in Fig. (1) , the optical flow field for each vector pixel is found by searching for the best match between neighboring subatoms and the corresponding input vector pixel. In practice, we found that searching for the best match without involving the sparse code is the key to render plausible performance in both classification accuracy and computational efficiency. Formally, we propose to find a local optimum of problem (2) by solving the following optimization problem:
In our approach, the sparse coding part of (3) is solved by using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [12] . One important advantage of the above model is that it is highly computational efficient because it only takes O(T ) operations to search for the best match for each vector pixel.
SUPERVISED DICTIONARY LEARNING
In order to improve the efficiency of sparse coding and discriminablity of the dictionary, we employ the supervised dictionary learning framework [6, 14, 15] to optimize the dictionary and the classifier parameters simultaneously. Formulated as a bilevel optimization problem, the dictionary is updated using back propagation to minimize the classification error. Formally, the supervised dictionary learning problem can be formulated as follows:
where (·) is some smooth and convex function that is used to define the classification error and μ > 0 is the regularization parameter used to alleviate the overfitting of the classifier. Due to the triviality of updating classifier parameters, here we only state the update for the dictionary:
where ρ > 0 is the learning rate, t is the iteration counter and Π is the projection that regulate the Frobenius norm of every tensor atom to be one. Similar to [6, 14, 15] , (4) suggests that the update of both the dictionary and the classifier are driven by reducing classification error. The local optima can be solved by using descent method [16] based on error backpropagation. The sparse code α is an implicit function of X, {c np } and D. In addition, each optical flow field c np is an implicit function of D and x np . Therefore, given an input image X and an optimal sparse codeα, apply the chain rule of differentiation, the direction along which the upper-level cost decreases can be formulated as:
where C p = N n=1c np ∈ R NP ×N and denotes the direct sum. Also,c np ∈ R NP is obtained by zero-padding with c np , where (N − 1)P + 1 to NP elements ofc np are from those of c np . Due to the binary constraints on {c np }, every element of the gradient ∂C p /∂D equals to zero. On the other hand, the first part of the derivative can be solved by applying fixed point differentiation [17] . Due to the page limitation of the paper and the triviality for deriving the term ∂ /∂α, we only show the final derivation of ∂α/∂D as follows:
where Λ is the index set of active atoms of the sparse code α. (DC p ) Λ is the matrix obtained by collecting the active columns of DC p , Θ = P ρ=1 C p D DC p and Θ Λ,Λ is the submatrix obtained by selecting the active columns and rows of Θ. The matrix Θ Λ,Λ is always nonsingular since the total number of measurement MP is always significantly larger than the number of active atoms. Combining (6) with (7) for each dictionary element, the gradient for updating the dictionary can be achieved. For a large dataset, the dictionary and the classifier parameters are updated in an online manner.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on handwritten digits datasets including the MNIST and USPS. The sparse coding is performed with a single dictionary and linear SVM is used for classification. For a fair comparison, we only compare with the results that are produced with the same SRC strategy. The dictionary size in our paper is set to be no larger than those used in other methods. Similar to [6] , parameters in our experiments are chosen heuristically. The batch size for updating the dictionary is 512. Initial learning rate ρ is set to 0.001 and λ = 0.01.
Evaluation on the MNIST Database
MNIST [18] consists of a total number of 70, 000 images of digits, of which 60, 000 are training set and the rest 10, 000 are test set. Each digit is centered and normalized in a 28 × 28 field. The dictionary size N is set to be 150 for this database.
We first evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm under various number of training samples. We follow the same experimental setting as in [19] , examining the classification accuracy given the training size {300, 1K, 2K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 40K, 60K}.
The performance is shown in Fig. 2 (a) . The proposed method significantly outperforms the 1 sparse coding-based algorithm (L1SC) [15] .
We then demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method towards various image deformations. Following a similar setting as in [4] , we perform the translation along x direction, rotation and scaling separately only on the test samples. We report the classification accuracy with respect to various levels of deformation and compare the performance with L1SC. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2(b) -(d). Performance of our method and L1SC are illustrated in red and blue lines, respectively. The shadow area at the bottom of each figure is the accuracy difference between the two methods. We can see for all three deformations, the proposed method consistently outperforms L1SC. In addition, the hump shape of the shadow area indicates that the proposed method is robust to numerous image deformations.
Finally, the error rate for the MNIST is shown in Table  1 . Our method reaches the lowest error rate of 1.12%. On MNIST, differences of more than 0.1% are statistically significant [20] . Comparing with the second best algorithm, the proposed method reduces the error rate by 0.12%, exhibiting better generality and dictionary compactness.
Evaluation on the USPS Database
The USPS dataset has 7, 291 training and 2, 007 test images, where each of them is of size 16 × 16. Being compared to MNIST, the USPS dataset has a much larger variance and a smaller training set, which challenges the dictionary generality. For a fair comparison, the dictionary size N is set to be 80. Local patch size is 5 × 5 (M = 25). Searching window size is 5 × 5 (T = 25). The performance of various approaches on USPS database are depicted in Table 1 . Our algorithm achieves the lowest error rate 3.43% among other supervised learning-based methods. The experimental result validates the efficacy of our proposed algorithm on a dataset with a larger variance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel sparse coding algorithm that is able to dynamically select the dictionary subatoms to adapt to the misaligned image dataset. In the proposed method, both the dictionary atoms and the input test image are represented by tensors, and each vector pixel in the tensor image is a vectorized local patch. Each tensor atom is aligned with the input tensor image using large displacement optical flow, which is highly computationally efficient. Using the fixed point differentiation, a supervised dictionary learning algorithm is developed for the proposed sparse coding framework, which significantly reduces the required dictionary size.
